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Supercritical

Decay

1

H

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊApproximately 4.567 billion years ago, the

gravitational mass of a cluster of hydrogen atoms

aggregated into a singular spot until it Òwent

criticalÓ Ð that is, when the atomic

transmutation of single atoms of 

1

hydrogen were

fused into the state of 

4

helium, releasing the

byproduct of tremendous amounts of energy that

we perceive as light from a star. Ever since, our

solar body spirals entropically, terrestrial life

enslaved to its decay.

UO

2

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn 1972, as a result of screening for missing

fissile 

235

uranium in a mine operation in Olka,

Gabon, scientists became aware that the

missing element was not the outcome of a

security breach Ð siphoning into the weapons

black market Ð but was rather the result of a

solitary event in the history of the Earth when

natural fission brought about a lower

concentration of the already rare but naturally

occurring enriched uranium. Around 1.7 billion

years ago, all the necessary factors converged

for the first and last time to cause spontaneous

fission: a saturated mix of rich uranium dioxide

(UO

2

), oxygenated water, and a lack of rare earth

elements. Such an event could not happen today

because most of the naturally occurring,

enriched 

235

uranium in the lithosphere has

decayed over time into stable and non-fissile

238

uranium. Beyond the fact of its beating Enrico

Fermi to the first chain reaction on the planet,

this geological phenomenon, posterior to the

critical event, is an important case study for

determining the Òlong-term geochemical

behavior of radioactive wastes from nuclear

reactors.Ó

2

14

Carbon

I will call Òarche-fossilÓ or Òfossil-matterÓ

not just materials indicating the traces of

past life, according to the familiar sense of

the term Òfossil,Ó but materials indicating

the existence of an ancestral reality or

event; one that is anterior to terrestrial life.

An arche-fossil thus designates the

material support on the basis of which the

experiments that yield estimates of

ancestral phenomena proceed Ð for

example, an isotope whose rate of

radioactive decay we know, or the luminous

emission of a star that informs us as to the

date of its formation.

3

137

Cesium

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the Netherlands, nuclear waste is stored

in a purpose-built, aesthetically conscious

facility called COVRA. Originally designed by

artist William Verstraeten so that the fa�ade of

the architecture articulates the decay of the
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COVRA joint storage of nuclear waste and local museum objects. PowerPoint slide from Hans Cod�e, COVRA director.

nuclear material inside, the color of the building

is scheduled to spectrally shift from a vibrant

orange to a washed white in synch with the

radioactive levels as they transmute from

dangerous to more benign over one

hundredÊyears. The antithesis to remote and

deep storage refuges, such as the Svalbard Seed

Vault in Norway, the COVRAÕs facility is embedded

in the community with an aggressive public

relations agenda Ð hosting a diverse portfolio of

radioactive waste isotopes (

134

cesium,

137

cesium, 

60

cobalt, 

99

molybdenum, 

90

strontium,

tritium, 

238

uranium, and so on). COVRA also

exhibits in its education center the historic vial

of radium that Marie Curie personally carried

from Paris to Leiden for cold temperature

experiments. The institutionÕs director Ð realizing

radioactive storage is essentially time

management Ð revamped the facility in 2008 to

incorporate the deep storage of fine art objects

from local museums such as tapestries,

indigenous pottery, and artifacts.

4

226

Radium

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊRadithor was manufactured from 1925Ð30

at the Bailey Radium Laboratories, Inc. by the

impresario ÒDr.Ó William J. A. Bailey Ð not a

medical doctor but a dropout from Harvard

University whose only science class had been in

geology. Radithor was one of many

ÒhomeopathicÓ therapies capitalizing on the

radioactive element 

226

radium, which bubbled up

from the excitement of Marie and Pierre CurieÕs

fin de si�cle discovery of the high radioactivity of

the mineral uraninite (formerly called

pitchblende) and the rage surrounding

destination sites such as Radium Hot Springs,

British Columbia. Advertising for BaileyÕs

Radithor product included the taglinesÊÒA Cure

for the Living DeadÓ and ÒPerpetual Sunshine.Ó

Eben M. Byers, heir of the Byers steel industry

empire during the roaring twenties, believed the

hype that Radithor rejuvenated oneÕs organs and

acted as an aphrodisiac. Not a man of measure,

he drank the bourgeois elixir until his jaw literally

dropped off from cancerous decay. He eventually

died after consuming 1,400 bottles of Radithor

and is buried at Allegheny Cemetery in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania encased in a lead-lined

coffin.

5

210

Polonium

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊPolonium was the first radioactive element

discovered by Marie and Pierre Curie. As the

discovery occurred in 1898, Marie named the

element after her homeland Poland, which at the

time was split into various territories annexed by

Russia, Germany, and the Austro-Hungarian
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Vincent van Gogh, Patch of Grass,ÊParis, AprilÐJune 1887, oil on canvas, with various radiographic strategies to reconstruct the hidden

face under the surface layer of paint. Collage from sources in: Joris Dik, Koen Janssens, Geert Van Der Snickt, et al., ÒVisualization of a

Lost Painting by Vincent van Gogh Using Synchrotron Radiation Based X-ray Fluorescence Elemental Mapping,Ó Analytical Chemistry, vol.

80, no. 16 (August 15, 2008): 6436Ð6442.

A 3-D graphic made by London's

Metropolitan police showing

polonium contamination in

Alexander Litvinenko's teapot,

from green (low) to purple (high).
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Empire. 

210

Polonium was thus the first element

in the periodic table named for political reasons.

210

Polonium was also the dark heart,

geopolitically and physically, of the first nuclear

explosions: it was part of the ÒGadgetÓ explosive

at the Trinity Site, New Mexico, as well as the

ÒFat ManÓ nuclear weapon that decimated

Nagasaki in 1945. Surrounded by a 

239

plutonium

shell (Pluto being the Greek god of the dead), the

210

polonium trigger made sure the bomb went

supercritical.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIt was not until 2006 that 

210

polonium again

appeared in the limelight (as part of another

political controversy), this time due to the

Russian Federation. In this case, the isotope

appeared as an assassinÕs poison, killing the

former secret service FSB officer Alexander

Litvinenko, who had defected to London and

hadÊbecome an informant for MI6 and a vocal

critic of President Vladimir Putin. As the only

210

polonium poisoning on record, the assassins

most likely did not know that the technology

existed toÊdetect traces of the isotope. Normal

forensic and security protocols detect gamma

and beta radiation, but 

210

polonium only radiates

alpha radiation. Thus, the killers could have

simply traveled through airport security with the

210

poloniumÊencased in a vial of water without

setting off radiation detectors. Initial medical

tests also designed to look only for gamma

radiation poisoning would have only produced a

negative diagnosis. However, once 

210

polonium

was deduced as the assassinÕs poison, the

forensic team was able to physically trace the

rare isotope Ð using a similar method as tracking

wildlife with isotopes Ð through the streets of

London, determiningÊthat the poisoning dosage

came from a pot of tea, that the 

210

polonium was

originally taken from a nuclear reactor in Sarov,

Russia, and that it finally returned to Russia with

the alleged assassin, Andrey Lugovoy. Lugovoy

then became a member of the Russian

Parliament (pushing through a bill on internet

censorship) and was therefore impossible to

extradite to the UK, where there is currently a

case underway before the High Court implicating

Lugovoy for the murder of Litvinenko.

6

147

Promethium

It must be said that after the night of

December Õ88 É Van Gogh began to give to

the sun a meaning which it had not yet had

É At that moment all of his painting finally

became radiation, explosion, flame, and

himself, lost in ecstasy before a source of

radiant life, exploding, inflamed. When this

solar dance began, all at once nature itself

was shaken, plants burst into flame, and

the earth rippled like a swift sea, or burst;

of the stability at the foundation of things

nothing remained. Death appeared in a sort

of transparency, like the sun through the

blood of a living hand, in the interstices of

the bones outlined in the darkness.

7

60

Cobalt

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe engine of evolution Ð genetic mutation

Ð occurs randomly in nature. Scientists since the

1950s have accelerated evolution by exposing

plants to 

60

cobalt. Typically, 

60

cobalt is used in

the more extreme situations of industrial and

architectural radiography, when dense

infrastructures require extreme blasts of gamma

radiation for penetration. But as the curators of

the Center for PostNatural History in Pittsburgh

have pointed out, there are different uses in

locations such as the Radiation Breeding Gamma

Field in Ibaraki, Japan, where the radioactive

isotope is placed at the center of a 650-foot-

wide field and left to mutate various crops. The

results: thousands of new species that are more

adaptive to extreme climates or attractive to

consumer desires Ð from Calrose 76 rice to Star

Ruby grapefruit to Golden Promise barley for

Scotch whiskey.

8

UO

2

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊUnder the code name ÒOperation McCall,Ó

the US Pentagon brokered a financial transaction

and secret transport of uranium oxide (UO

2

), also

known as yellowcake. The US military hauled the

yellowcake from a bombed nuclear reactor site

outside BaghdadÊto a processing facility just

outside Toronto. Not weapons-grade uranium Ð

but still radioactive and a potential nuclear fuel Ð

the 550 kilograms were sold to the private

corporation Cameco for the secret bid of $90.37

million. The purchased yellowcake was not the

Nigerian yellowcake falsely addressed by

President Bush in his 2003 State of the Union

speech, but originated from the domestic Iraqi

mine Ukashat. The yellowcake had been tracked

by the International Atomic Energy Agency from

before Israel first bombed the reactor site in

1981. Cameco has a long history of dealing with

the US government, both in buying and selling:

from proxy-acquiring decommissioned Russian

nuclear warheads to providing the greatest

import of nuclear fuel to America.

9

U

3

O

8

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊJim Doak, television personality and

chairman of the mining company Khan

Resources, was found dead at the age of fifty-

nineÊon the sixteenth floor of his hotel room in

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. Kahn Resources is a

Canadian corporation based out of Toronto that

initially had the controlling majority in Central

Asian Uranium Co. Ltd. (CAUC), which was

created to extract uranium ore (U

3

O

8

) from the

Dornod region of Mongolia. CAUC, like its

commodity interest, is a nested atom: Khan
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Gamma field in Ibaraki, Japan. Photo: Google Earth.
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Test home destroyed by nuclear explosion Annie (Operation Upshot-Knothole), 1953. National Nuclear Security Administration/Nevada Site Office, US

Department of Energy.

owned 58 percent, JSC PriargunskyÊfrom Russia

owned 21 percent, and MonAtom from Mongolia

owned 21 percent. Deep in the contracts and

records, we find that JSC Priargunsky is 89

percent controlled by Atomredmetzoloto (AMRZ),

and, like a Babushka doll, 76 percent of ARMZ is

controlled by Rosatom State Corporation, which

is the ÒRussian Federation national nuclear

corporation bringing together circa 400 nuclear

companies and R&D institutions that operate in

the civilian and defense sectors.Ó MonAtom is

directly controlled by the government of

Mongolia.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhile mining in the Dornod sector was

initially developed in the 1950s by the USSR, as

the union decayed into different nation-states

Russia finally stopped mining by 1995, and the

one open pit mine has remained flooded ever

since. In the late 1990s, at the behest of the

Mongolian government, Canadian private

corporate interests renewed prospecting and

feasibility studies. Khan ResourcesÕs IPO on the

Toronto Stock Exchange in 2006 was bolstered

with exploration licenses, newly found deposits,

and an extraction schedule, but by 2009Ð10, the

Mongolian government canceled the licenses

and rewrote national legislation expropriating

foreign controlled interests without recompense.

In tandem, the original Russian and Mongol state

actors struck a new joint venture for uranium

mining in the country Ð effectively preventing

Khan Resources from profiting from the Dornod

region. Despite a failure in the Supreme Court in

Canada to sue Russia, an International Tribunal

ruling on international trade agreements (signed

by both Canada and Mongolia) awarded 104

million dollars to Khan Resources, payable by the

government of Mongolia, for illegally seizing

KhanÕs investment. In the spring of 2015, Jim

Doak traveled to Ulaanbaatar to negotiate with

the government about the payment, but after

two days of unsuccessful lobbying, Khan

Resources announced via a press release that it

had secured the Òservices of a specialist who

collects delinquent government debts by seizing

assets, such as airplanes or ships temporarily

located outside the country.Ó Jim Doak, while

waiting to catch a flight back to Canada, did not

wake up in his hotel the day after the

announcement.

10

99m

Technetium

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊX-ray images have haunted us for over a

century, starting with the hand of Wilhelm

R�ntgenÕs wife in 1895, which provided the first

experience of seeing into the body without

incision: like the sun through the blood of a living

hand, in the interstices of the bones outlined in

the darkness. Contemporary images produced

using computer tomography,Êfluoroscopy,

andÊradiographyÊcontinue the same process of

using high-voltage electrical currents to radiate

gamma rays that pass through the body. Injecting

radioactive isotopes is another form of internal

visualization, but the procedure is done using

nuclear tracers that enter the body and radiate

from the inside out. The first ever artificially

made element was technetium, a class of

isotopes produced in 1937. 

99m

Technetium

accounts for 80 percent of the use of nuclear

medicine, including diagnostic strategies for

bone scans and functional brain scans, as well

as liver, respiratory, renal, and thyroid

procedures. The unstable element is created first

by the production of 

99

molybdenum, which has a

longer half-life optimized for transport, and

which is forcibly transmuted, or Òmoly milked,Ó

on site for dosage as the shorter-lived

99m

technetium. One third of the worldÕs
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99m

technetium supply is created in Ontario,

Canada at the Chalk River Nuclear Reactor, the

site of the first nuclear plant outside of the US,

which played an important role in the Manhattan

Project and as supplier of 

210

plutonium to the

American nuclear weapons program from 1955 to

Õ76.

239

Plutonium

It is technology that demands us to think in

another way than what is usually

understood as Òessence.Ó But in what way?

When we speak of the Òessence of a houseÓ

or the Òessence of a state,Ó we do not mean

a generic type; rather, we mean the ways in

which house and state hold sway,

administer themselves, develop, and

decayÊÉÊYet the more we question the

essence of technology, the more

mysterious the essence of art becomes.

12

235

Uranium

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the current debate as to where/when to

pound the official golden spike in a particular

global geological stratum to define the beginning

of the Anthropocene epoch, two outer limits have

been delineated: the first is the crossing of the

Atlantic Ocean and the start of the Columbian

Exchange due to colonialism, while the second is

the first nuclear explosion. Both of these events

were precipitated by Italian ÒexplorersÓ:

Christopher Columbus in 1492 and Enrico Fermi

in 1942. The latter occurred on the shores of the

Great Lakes in North America at a site called the

Chicago Pile-1 on December 2, 1942. Here, Fermi

initiated the first artificial nuclear chain reaction

in scientific history, sub rosa, the Manhattan

Project, and at exactly 3:25 p.m., under the

university football stadium, the pile Òwent

critical,Ó in this case meaning it reached a self-

sustaining reaction. After the experiment was

observed, Arthur Compton, head of the

laboratory, telephoned James Conant, chairman

of the National Defense Research Committee.

Fully conscious that atomic weaponry was the

next phase of their work, the menÕs conversation

(relayed in impromptu code) possessed a

perverse irony.ÊReferencing a historic colonial

scenario, they coded the success of an

experiment that would lead to the dawn of the

new colonial era:

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊCompton: The Italian navigator has landed

in the New World.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊConant: How were the natives?

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊCompton: Very friendly.

13

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ

×

Charles Stankievech is an artist whose research has

explored the notion of ÒfieldworkÓ in the embedded

landscape, the military industrial complex, and the

history of technology.
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